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ABSTRACT 

Today we are living in 21st century where automation is playing important role inhuman life. Home automation 

allows us to control household appliances like light, door, fan, AC etc. It also provides home security and 

emergency system to be activated. Home automation no only refers to reduce human efforts but also energy 

saving and time efficiency. The main objective of home automation and security is to help handicapped and old 

aged people who will enable them to control home appliances and alert then in critical situations .This paper 

put forwards the design of home automation and security system using ARM7 LPC2148 board. The design is 

based on a standalone embedded system board ARM7 LPC2148 at home. Home appliances are connected to the 

ARM7 and communication is established between the ARM7 and ARM9 with Bluetooth device. The home 

appliances are connected to the input / output ports of the embedded system board and their status is passed to 

the ARM7. We would develop an authentication to the system for authorized person to access home appliances. 

The device with low cost and scalable to less modification to the core is much important. It presents the design 

and implementation of automation system that can monitor and control home appliances via ARM9 S3C2440A 

board. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

With the development of technology and the continuous improvement of people's living standard, people are in 

pursuit of automated, intelligent and convenient home control systems. At present, the PC is used as the remote 

control terminal for most home control systems; however, there are some problems in the PC monitor terminal, 

such as its great bulk, inconvenience to carry, high cost, limited monitoring range and so on. Therefore, it‟s a 

good choice to design a terminal based on phone. With the popularity of smart phones, particularly, the phone 

based on Android system is rapidly developed. At its I/O developer conference, Google showed a sneak preview 

of its Android Home project, which will extend the Android platform into household objects. It means that the 

remote control based on Android phone will become a mainstream way. After logging into the control interface, 

users can easily control the lights, TVs and air conditionings anytime, anywhere, which brings great 

convenience to people and improves the quality of life. 

Home automation Systems (HASs) represents a great research opportunity in Creating new fields in 

engineering, architecture and computing (Huidobro and Millan, 2004). HASs becoming popular nowadays and 

enter quickly in this emerging market. However, end users, especially the disabled and old aged due to their 
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complexity and cost, do not always accept these systems. Due to the advancement of wireless technology, there 

are several different of connections are introduced such as GSM, WIFI, ZIGBEE, and Bluetooth. Each of the 

connection has their own unique specifications and applications. Among the four popular wireless connections 

that often implemented in HAS project, Bluetooth is being chosen with its suitable capability. Bluetooth with 

globally available frequencies of 2400Hz is able to provide connectivity up to 100 meters at speed of up to 

3Mbps depending on the Bluetooth device class In addition, a Bluetooth master device is able to connect up to 7 

devices in a “Piconet”. This paper will describe the approach which we are implementing to Control various 

home appliances with ARM7 processor .From the overall papers reviews, HAS according to never mentioned 

about the existing physical electrical switches in their system. Without the switches on the wall, the designed 

system limited the control only at the GUI. This issue brings inconvenient to the people in the house. This 

designed system remains the physical switches with the modified low voltage activating method, in order to 

provide safer physical control to the user compared to the conventional high voltage switches. The Bluetooth 

connection in this system is established by Bluetooth module that directly receives/ transmits commands from/to 

ARM9/ARM7.[2] 

 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

2.1.Wince 6.0 

For this home automation and security system we are targeting ARM9 S3C2440A platform since it has huge 

market and open source. Wince6.0 is a operating system which is used for ARM9 devices that includes 

middleware and key applications. The Wince6.0 OS is based on WindowsCE.net 5.0Standard. The ARM9 

provides the tools and APIs necessary to begin developing applications on the Wince6.0 platform. 

 

III. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

 

As discussed earlier we are developing graphical user interface (GUI) application by using visual basics .net. 

The application consists of main function like light controlling, Door controlling, etc. When the application 

starts user is first authenticated, if user is authorized he will be navigated to main screen. The main screen has a 

list of all functions among which user can select any one function which he want to control. After selecting a 

function hewould be able to see a current status of a particular device. If user wishes, he canenable ordisable 

intended device. The system is programmed to auto on/off lights during late night hours. If room temperature 

goes very high or low user can manually adjust fan/AC as per user requirement. 

 

IV. MDK-ARM 

 

The MDK (microcontroller Development Kit) - ARM is a complete software development environment for 

ARM7™ and ARM9™processor-based devices. MDKARM is specifically designed for microcontroller 

applications, it is easy to learn and use, yet powerful enough for the most demanding embedded applications. 

MDK-ARM is available in four editions: MDK-Lite, MDK-Basic, MDK-Standard, and MDK-Professional. All 

editions provide a complete C/C++ development environment and MDK-Professional includes extensive 

middleware libraries. The Kiel MDK board provides input and output pins that you can implement through the 

use of attachments called "shields". With an Micro controller devices and the „ARM MDK‟, you can use 
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whatever sensors and actuators you require to create your own accessories. This may include a LED outputs, 

and temperature and light sensors. 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

Block Diagram 

 

VI. MICRO CONTROLLER DEVICE 

 

It is the device through which application interacts with home appliance. USB Connector - It is the hardware 

port in the kit through which the USB device is attached to the embedded kit. Embedded Device - It consists of 

individual embedded kits along with respective home appliance. In this project we are implementing 

ARM9Wince6.0 based device control with the help of blue tooth. For this one ARM9 is required in the 

transmitter section. In the receiver section two devices are interfaced to microcontroller with Bluetooth module. 

User responsibility is to develop one application software (GUI) in ARM9 with VB.net which is used to send 

the commands. With the help of Bluetooth. In the receiver side Bluetooth module is interfaced to the controller 

to Trans receive the data from the ARM9 processor. Based on that data microcontroller will decide the devices 

operation like on/off the devices and lock/unlock the door. [4] 
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VII. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

7.1 Graphical User Interface (Gui) Module 

The most important feature of our application is to hide several processes from the user while allowing some 

degree of interaction with the application. By using the GUI package, we were able to customize the application 

to include a variety of user interface elements such as text boxes, choice groups, alert messages, lists and 

command buttons. Figure 3 illustrates some designs for the graphical user interface [3] 

 

VIII. THE PROGRAM FLOW CHART 

 

Upon the execution of the program, it first checks if Bluetooth is already enabled on the ARM9. If Bluetooth is 

enabled, the device and service discovery process will run. The software will check if there are already 

predefined devices stored in the ARM9smemory.If they do exist, they will be listed down for the user to select 

one. The program then checks to see if the selected device is in range. It will then verify if the device is a 

Bluetooth transceiver (ARM7-MDK board). Now if there are no devices stored in Bluetooth-enabled devices 

within the area. Once discovered, these devices will be displayed on the screen and also stored in memory. Once 

it is confirmed that the device is indeed a transceiver, the software will store the unique addresses of all the 

controller modules connected to it, in this case ARM7-MDK. If the address of a controller module has not been 

saved, then it will be designated a numberi.e.MDKLAMP. Otherwise, it will be given its saved name and will 

prompt the user to enter the pairing password for ARM7-MDK board. Upon entering the correct password, the 

program stores all connected controller modules names inside the ARM9 memory, then only the Main Menu 

user interface will be displayed. The Main Menu displays three options: Options, List of Lamps and Exit. A List 

of Lamps is a combination of one or more lights which have been present to a certain status or state. These 

states are either ON or OFF. There are two options to choose from in the List of Lamps interface: they are either 

LAMP ON or LAMP OFF. When the certain instruction has been chosen, the software will send data to the 

ARM7-MDK transceiver, which in turn will send the data to the controller modules. The List of Lamps option 

in the Main Menu will display the entire controller modules saved in memory. The user can modify the lights 

status from here. Options will display instructions on how to use the software. Lastly, Exit will let the user end 

the program. [6] 

 

IX. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES 

 

Followings are the applications of home appliances control system based on the android Smartphone.  

 

X. LIGHTING APPLIANCE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 

 

Household appliances also don‟t need to transmit large amounts of data, and its real-time requirement is not 

high, so take a combination of wired and wireless ways to make wiring easy. Alarm subsystem with landline 

phone alarm and GSM alarm has multiple protections. It can still alarm normally when the line of the landline 

phone is cut off. The entire system takes modular design thinking which contributes to the design clear and 

facilitates the user to select a different combination of modules to meet the needs of individual users. 

Humanized operation interface allows users to use them more conveniently. Dimming control, a more 

comfortable environment and a certain scene was creating. Appliance control function is not only our commonly 
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household appliances such as microwave ovens, water dispensers, rice cookers, television sets, but also includes 

garden automatic irrigation systems, fountains and other equipment. Lighting appliance control subsystem can 

be achieved not only a variety of romantic scenes, but also for the whole family safe. When you go out, just one 

lobby button, you can complete power outage, which significantly reduces the risk of fire and saves energy.[5] 

 

XI. FUTURE CHALLENGES 

 

This project can be further developed by integrating it with the internet to monitor your home while sitting in a 

remote area. By doing this, one can keep an eye on his or her home through an internet connected to the user‟s 

mobile phone or PC or laptop. This will not only improve the security of your home in this modern day world 

but will also assist in conservation of energy like if you left any home appliance switched on by mistake, then 

you can check the status of the appliance on the graphical interface made on your mobile and can switch it off 

using the internet connectivity. 

 

XI. CONCLUSIONS  

 

By designing the Android user interface and Home information centre, home appliance control system based on 

the Android phone can be designed. It has combined android client, network transmission, and wireless switch, 

home information centre to form a complete system, and the whole system works normally. Identifying message 

commands and wireless encoding are the two major tasks for home information centre. Android phone have 

advantages such as humane interface, customizable and extendible applications and android phone is easy to 

carry so on. By constantly improving the control function, android phone allows us anytime, anywhere to 

control any device, and finally realizes the highly intelligent home. 
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